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NetSuite Advisory Services  
To support our customers in evaluating how best to customize a NetSuite implementation for 
their needs, NetSuite Advisory Services is pleased to offer the Optimization Review Service. 
During this engagement, our industry-leading experts will identify design enhancements, 
configuration improvements and opportunities for you to better leverage your NetSuite 
investments and to improve your organization’s effectiveness, efficiency, and agility.

Key Benefits
Using a proven NetSuite best practices methodology, NetSuite personnel with extensive experience 
across many implementations can help you overcome implementation challenges. The results of 
our Optimization Review Service can accelerate business results. After the engagement, you can: 

• Deploy customizations with confidence 

• Optimize UI performance for viewing, editing and saving of records

• Experience faster completion times for custom scripts designed for specific tasks (for example: 
auto fulfill sales orders in batches)

• Experience faster execution time for a Suitelet deployed on a web site by eliminating redundant 
operations and script logic and experience faster completion times for RESTlets designed to 
import thousands of records 

We help you assess your readiness and our focus on quality enables you to operate more effectively 
to deliver applications that consistently meet the need of the business and end users. 

This engagement includes any combination of the following activities: 

• Technical Requirements Design review – to recognize design improvements based on 
NetSuite best practices as early as possible during the solution design stage.

• SuiteScript review – to identify optimization solutions of SuiteScripts by analyzing script logic, 
deployment, configuration and NetSuite API usage at the code level. SuiteScript includes Client 
Side scripts, User Event scripts, Scheduled scripts, Suitelets, RESTlets, Portlet scripts, Mass Update 
scripts, and Workflow Action scripts. 

• SuiteFlow (Workflow) review – to detect configuration improvements of implemented workflows.  

• SuiteBuilder (Customization) review – to ensure that other customizations like custom records, 
custom forms and customer fields are not contributing to unnecessary performance overhead.

 
The following are currently not included in this review: 

• SuiteApps deployed on a customer’s account

• Website/ Web Store design and layout

• SuiteScript Server Pages (SSP)

• 3rd party applications for SuiteTalk, ODBC, and the like

• Implementation of delivered recommendations
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Engagement Approach  
Business advantage is achieved when mission-critical applications empower companies to work 
better, smarter and faster. But business advantage actually begins much earlier—at the application’s 
definition, deployment and customization stages.

Our Advisory Services team uses the engagement approach defined below. 

To aid in the review, the customer or partner should provide the list of target items (business process, 
records and related customizations), and the necessary details on the nature, configuration, observed 
inefficiencies, performance and configuration concerns.

Upon completion of the review, Advisory Services will deliver a report with findings and 
recommendations including actions for follow up and next steps.

Whether you are a new or long-time NetSuite customer, we can help you get the most out of your 
investment. Contact us today for a consultation and evaluation of your solution needs.


